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Abstract

Landscape ecology is an interdisciplinary field of research and prac ce, which deals with the mutual

associa on between the spa al configura on and ecological func oning of landscapes, exploring and

describing processes involved in the differen a on of spaces within landscapes, and the ecological

significance of the pa erns which are generated by such processes. In landscape ecology,

perspec ves drawn from exis ng academic disciplines are integrated based on a common, spa ally

explicit mode of analysis developed from classical holis c geography, emphasizing spa al and

landscape pa ern analysis and ecological interac on of land units and using aerial photography. The

landscape is seen as a holon: an assemblage of interrelated phenomena, both cultural and

biophysical, that together forms a complex whole. Enduring challenges to landscape ecology include

the need to develop a systema c approach able to translate posi vist readings of the environment

and hermeneu cal perspec ves on socio-ecological interac on into a common framework or

terminology.

The founda ons of landscape ecology

The term landscape ecology (in the original German Landscha sökologie) was first used in 1939 by

the German geographer Carl Troll as the name for a par cular way of looking upon the landscape

(Anschauungsweise) based on a holis c perspec ve integra ng geographical and ecological insights

into the nature of terrestrial environments (Troll 1939). Troll’s previous research into the coupled

rela onship between vegeta on, environment and land use had brought him to conduct extensive

fieldwork registra ons of vegeta on pa erns in landscapes in Northern Europe. These experiences in

turn had inspired him to take up aerial photography as an instrument to iden fy and describe spa al

units of vegeta on cover, the heterogeneous pa ern of which he was then able to relate analy cally

to both social and environmental processes of change. On these founda ons Troll proposed a science

of landscape processes which would be based on the new technology of aerial photo interpreta on,

to classify the earth surface into discrete land units. On the basis of such inventory classifica ons, it

was possible for Troll and his contemporaries to integrate analy cal perspec ves from a range of

otherwise discrete sciences in their analysis of landscape processes. In this way the development of

landscape ecology, characterized by its specific focus on the ecological significance of spa al form and

pa ern, was closely associated both with the novel perspec ve provided by aerial photography and

also with older geographical perspec ves of analysis inherited from classical cultural and physical

geography.
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Troll had been trained in the tradi ons of geography defined by Alexander von Humboldt and

Carl Ri er, the two great ini ators of the field as a modern science in the middle of the 19th century.

From them and their immediate successors he had picked up a certain breadth of scope and an

interest in the interconnected nature of geographic phenomena, which he emphasized in his wri ngs.

He had studied the work of Humboldt and Ri er extensively and had been impressed especially by

their ability to correlate natural and cultural phenomena. From Humboldt’s scholarship he had

understood the need to abstain from disentangling research objects from their environment, but

rather to delve into the mul faceted empirical rela onships linking otherwise seemingly disparate

elements with larger pa erns of distribu on and causality. For Troll and his contemporaries, it was

never enough to understand the nature of a species or habitat type in its own right – the aim was to

explain how species and habitats interact with each other and other facets of their environment, with

reference to actual, empirical histories of change.

On this basis Troll was increasingly cri cal of the growing specializa on of academic geography

in his day. Since the late 19th century the universalist approaches advocated by Ri er and Humboldt

had been superseded in mainstream scholarship by an outspoken (and in Troll’s view unwarranted)

reduc onist stance towards the organiza on of scien fic knowledge. Researchers within geography

had sought to establish biological, physical and demographic modes of analysis as dis nct fields of

research, and within these fields it had become the norm to seek for the smallest possible and most

basic units of analysis in order to be able to study each environmental subprocess individually, as if in

a laboratory. Troll saw this development as an understandable but tragic detour from the unified

perspec ves of earlier geography, and one that made it increasingly difficult to correctly observe and

describe the cohesive, interdependent nature of geographic phenomena. Therefore Troll sought to

conserve and reformulate a unified perspec ve on terrestrial surface processes. Hence landscape

ecology from the outset was conceived as anapproach to environmental research that was to be

unrestrained by disciplinary and methodological dogma.

When in 1959 Troll was asked to address the geographers of the Bri sh Associa on for the

Advancement of Science on the centenary of the death of Humboldt and Ri er, he made his views on

contemporary geography remarkably clear. In his speech he located the inspira on for a range of

seminal landscape ecological concepts and instruments within the work of his two academic idols.

These included forms of spa al pa ern analysis, which Troll became inspired to apply and further

develop upon reading Humboldt´s pioneering work on ecological zones and associated pa erns of

plant distribu on, the method of regionaliza on developed by Ri er which Troll employed to classify

heterogeneous areas (i.e. landscapes) into analy cal units based on similar form, genesis or

character, and types of early socio-ecological analysis developed by Ri er through his work on the

rela onship between land use, culture and civiliza on (Troll 1960).

These concepts and instruments came to inspire the development of landscape ecology, as a

counterbalance to the fragmenta on or disintegra on of geographic-ecological thought in the 20th

century which mo vated landscape ecologists to establish their field as an explicitly integra ve

science. In the 1950s and 1960s, landscape ecology consisted of a synthesis of geography with soil

science and ecology. From the late 1960s especially, island biogeography increased in importance

(MacArthur and Wilson 1967). Parallel to this a corresponding, spa ally oriented vegeta on science

developed, and among conserva on-oriented zoologists a strong school of dispersal ecology and

meta-popula on theory developed (Gilpin and Hanski 1991). The methods and perspec ves of these

fields were combined by applying them to the same spa ally defined land units at various scales –

from single landscape elements or land units to larger complexes of func onally and historically

associated sets of elements, up to whole landscapes defined by heterogeneous pa erns of landscape

elements.

Figure 1 illustrates the type of method for spa al analysis which is typically used. It allows
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researchers to organize the many mono-disciplinary insights flowing into landscape ecology into a

common empirical understanding of landscape dynamics, by referencing all relevant explanatory

understandings to a common set of land units and the landscapes they cons tute. In this way it

becomes possible to examine the spa al distribu on and overlap of explanatory understandings

spa ally based on map analysis. As the field developed, this basic method of integra ng different

perspec ves by way of a common spa al framework remained unchanged, even though the range of

disciplinary components included within it broadened considerably over me.

[Figure 1 here]

Figure 1: Landscape pa ern analysis. Landscape pa erns analysis typically starts with a mosaic of ver cal aerial

imagery such as the sample shown here (le ). Through imagery analysis supported by fieldwork observa ons, the

remote sensed data is transformed into a classified map of internally homogeneous land cover units (centre).

Considered as a whole, the land cover units form a set of heterogeneous landscape pa erns (right), each indica ng

a par cular processual rela onship between life forms on the earth surface (including humans) and their

geoecological basis. The sample shown here illustrates how rural land use is adapted to the geoecological

condi ons in an agricultural landscape near Skive in Northern Jutland, Denmark. In the north we see an intensively

used and closely se led agricultural landscape dominated by arable fields situated on well drained loamy soils (A).

A narrow erosion valley covered by grassland habitats intersects the arable land from the North, draining into a

broad glacial valley of low-lying waterlogged soils covered by paddocks and remnants of moorland at the center of

the area (B). South of the central valley we see a rela vely complex pa ern of agricultural land use, which is

adapted spa ally and func onally to the heterogeneous soils of the area, characterized by a varity of gravel, sand

and clay deposits (C &D). Analy cal approaches of this kind, which link spa al pa ern with landscape func onality

and landscape history, are used within landscape ecology to integrate perspec ves from ecology, soil science,

cultural geography, sociology and the humani es into a common, spa ally explicit framework of analysis. On this

basis otherwise poten ally incongruent theories explaining landscape dynamics can be tested and compared.

Source: Imagery recorded by the Royal Airforce in 1980, held by the Royal library of Denmark.

When the various adverse effects of modern land use development and associated destruc ve

ecological transforma ons came under increasing public scru ny in the 1960s and onwards, many

landscape ecologists saw a poten al in their field to provide integrated solu ons for the development

of more sustainable landscape management prac ces through applied research. One of the major

driving forces for this development was the realiza on that ongoing processes of industrializa on in

the agricultural sector were leading to widespread habitat fragmenta on and loss of ecosystem

services in European and postcolonial landscapes. These changes were pioneered in Eastern Europe,

where they were associated with centrally planned collec viza on of agricultural proper es into

specialized, large scale agro-industrial units. In Western Europe and North America agricultural

industrializa on developed later, in most cases driven by a combina on of government subsidies and

compe on among producers, so landscape ecology as an applied scien fic prac ce developed more

slowly and later here than in Eastern Europe (Ruzicka and Miklos 1990).

Cultural landscapes and holism

The growing influence of applied perspec ves meant that landscape ecologists came into sustained

conflict with tradi onal ideals of scien fic prac ce, leading some researchers to define their field as

an explicitly ac on-oriented, solu on-driven prac ce integra ng scien fic discovery with direct

interven on in landscape management prac ces. This has remained a widespread perspec ve within

landscape ecology, which now includes a comprehensive array of planning and policy related fields of
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research. In addi on to these developments, landscape ecological research has also extended in the

direc on of historical and social disciplines. This has taken place gradually as researchers within the

field have cul vated an increasingly integrated rela onship with scholarship from the human and

social sciences, which was considered cri cal component to include within landscape ecology to fully

appreciate the complex trajectories of change in human-dominated cultural landscapes.

Cultural landscapes have remained a dominant research object throughout the history of

landscape ecology, which has progressed from descrip ve accounts of human-landscape interac on

to more intricate a empts at understanding, conceptualizing and quan fying the nature of socio-

ecological rela onships in a landscape context. Such research demands a highly developed model for

integra ve research, because human landscape management is a process which mediates both

between the ecological and social sides of human existence and between natural and anthropogenic

facets of ecosystem func oning. As the German geographer Ernst Neef, one of the founders of socio-

ecological research within the field expressed it, "the transfer from societal changes to the natural

systems is based on the spontaneous effect of the laws of nature, whereas the transfer from the

societal area to the regula on of natural processes is achieved by cultural forces, human percep on

and decision making" (Neef 1984, 6). As such, cultural landscapes are a human construct and a

biophysical system at the same instance, and any a empt to analyse, theorize or interfere with

landscape dynamics must be able to account for both of these dimensions. Within landscape ecology

the challenge of accoun ng for these two sides of landscapes in an integrated way has mo vated the

formula on of a landscape concept where the landscape is seen as a holon: an assemblage of

interrelated phenomena that together forms a complex whole, which is “more than the sum of its

elements” because “all parts are internally related to each other by the general state of the whole”

(Naveh 2000, 11).

This perspec ve has become a characteris c feature of landscape ecological research. It

explicitly challenges both the basic division between anthropogenic and natural phenomena, as well

as the mono-disciplinary reduc onism prevalent in mainstream science, by claiming that the socio-

ecological processes cons tu ng landscape holons and their cons tuent parts cannot be understood

without accoun ng for the mul faceted rela onships that unite individual elements into a spa ally

and func onally integrated whole.

In terms of empirical work, such rela onships have been inves gated by focusing on the

processes or “func ons” linking ecosystems with each other and with human agency. In this way

empirical evidence of the organiza on of landscape holons is collected by characterizing and mapping

the extent, magnitude and coupled interplay of ecosystems processes (ecosystem func onality),

social processes (societal func onality) and inten onal prac ce (transcending func onality) within

landscapes (Brandt and Vejre 2004). By integra ng inten onal human prac ces related to human

culture, cogni on, belief, planning and decision making with respect to landscapes into the field on

equal terms with other more tangible types of func onality, landscape ecologists were able to outline

a broad-ranging holis c science devoted to examining the full interplay between socio-ecological

processes and biophysical pa erns in landscapes (Nassauer 1997).

Aerial vision: A new perspec ve in the study of landscapes

From the outset landscape ecology was characterized by a visual approach to analyzing landscapes

from a birds-eye perspec ve, making it possible to detect minute nuances in land cover pa erns,

while at the same me retaining a distanced landscape-scale overview. This perspec ve was made

possible mainly due to the new technology of ver cal mono- and stereographic aerial photography,

which became gradually more widespread in the period a er the First World War. The technology of

aerial photography had been pioneered with recordings from balloons over Paris in the 1850´s and in
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Boston some years later, but due to naviga onal challenges the method proved unsuited for

systema c recordings of large areas.

It was the advent of airplanes in the early 20th century that kicked off what was to become an

explosion of ver cal aerial photography. At first images were recorded in limited numbers and with

rudimentary instruments, but technological development and funding for recording campaigns soon

became fueled by public investment as the poten als for military use of the imagery became evident.

During the First World War recording efforts grew rapidly. Mobile laboratories for photographic

processing became available in 1915, making it possible to analyze images swi ly at loca ons along

the front lines. This meant that aerial photography became a cri cal technology to the war effort, and

the increasing entrenchment of the western front raised a demand for intensive small scale scru ny

of long stretches of frontline, to a point where at the height of the war the French side alone was

processing more than ten thousand images a night. In the period a er the First World War images

and recording technology became available for other uses, forming a growing resource for landscape

research, and a broad spectrum of researchers, planning and policy professionals picked up the new

technology.

The idea of an all-encompassing birds-eye view of the earth´s surface goes back to an quity

and cartographic representa ons of the earth as seen from above formed part of established

prac ces within the scien fic community long before airplanes made it possible to actually see the

earth surface from above. In spite of this however, it had an unan cipated effect on landscape

research when actual remote sensed imagery became available. Earlier map makers based their

delinea ons of areas, lines and point features on fieldwork observa ons collected on the earth’s

surface, which were then transposed onto a spherical or flat medium in order for pa erns of

landscape elements to be made available for visual inspec on “as if” seen from above. In this sense

all earlier maps reflect a form of inquiry where research design, sampling and data collec on

precedes the rendi on of raw data spa ally. In such mapping processes, the data becomes spa al in

coverage only by way of analysis, not beforehand.

When remotesensed imagery eventually became available, it represented an altogether

different type of resource for map makers than previous types of spa al data. Mosaics of aerial

imagery offered researchers a con nuous field of spa al data to begin with, making the earth surface

an observable research object in its own right, rather than a canvas on which to drape exis ng

observa ons. And when series of images of the same areas at different points in me were recorded,

it also became possible to classify processes of landscape change by way of direct overlay analysis.

This was the key condi on for the development of early landscape ecological analysis methods, and

for the par cular concep on of landscape processes which s ll characterizes the field.

In the period since the Second World War, the range, coverage and resolu on of remote

sensed imagery available for scien fic analysis has grown rapidly. The Cold War which succeeded the

Second World War and culminated with the formal dissolu on of the USSR in December 1991 meant

that American and Russian intelligence gathering efforts were in constant prepara on for armed

conflict. New more precise recording devices and new pla orms for carrying them, such as the U2

high al tude jets and the Corona and Landsat satellite programmes, are examples of the tremendous

development of remote sensing technology that took place. When imagery from these programmes

were gradually declassified and older pla orms began to be replaced by new in a succession of

technological improvements, a broad range of new materials were added to the repertoire of data

available for landscape ecological analysis. This spurred a rapid development of spa al analysis tools

within the field, supported by the new technology of user centered compu ng which became

available from the 1970´s onwards.

As such landscape ecology became one of several arenas where Geographical Informa on
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Systems (GIS) and associated geosta s cal tools were pioneered and developed. In conjunc on with

these efforts an array of computa onal approaches and indexing-methods for measuring and

comparing the configura on, complexity and diversity of land cover patches were developed,

including the important Fragstats so ware package which empowered individual researchers to

conduct quan ta ve spa al analysis (McGarigal and Marks 1995). This ini ated a shi  in landscape

ecology away from analogue pa ern recogni on towards the use of computa onal tools able to

quan ta vely assess landscape pa erns and associated processes across vast expanses of land.

Current methods

Current landscape ecological methods involve a combina on of fieldwork and analysis of imagery to

iden fy the rela onship between pa erns and processes. Pa ern in this sense refers to

heterogeneity in the horizontal dimension of the landscape, i.e. differences between land units, while

ecological processes typically transpire within a single land unit and refer to the ver cal rela onships

between organisms and their abio c environment. The various approaches within the field relate to

either of these two parallel analy cal perspec ves: (1) the chorologic, dealing with the horizontal

pa erns and processes of land units on the earth surface, and (2) the topologic, dealing with the

ver cal processes of energe c, informa onal and material exchange between organisms within their

habitats (Neef 1963; Zonneveld 1989).

In a chorologic perspec ve the primary dimensions of the landscape are its geometrical and

temporal characteris cs. Here landscape dynamics are approached analy cally by measuring

altera ons in the shape, extent and distribu on or pa ern of land units in the landscape, and by

analyzing exchanges occurring between individual units. Trajectories of landscape change through

me can be appraised by determining the rate of change, its frequency and magnitude (Antrop

2000).

In a topologic perspec ve the character of a land unit is inves gated by examining its internal

func oning as defined by the socie es of species within it and its geoecological poten als in the form

of substrates, climate and hydrology, including the flows of informa on, ma er and energy taking

place through ver cal vectors within it.

Today the patch-corridor-matrix model introduced by Richard T.T. Forman and Michael Godron

has become the most widespread conceptual model with which to approach pa ern-process

rela onships (Forman and Godron 1986). It consists of a spa al language designed to describe

landscape pa erns and related processes. The basic idea of the model is that landscapes are made up

of a mosaic of patches (areas differing from their surroundings), connected by corridors (strips of land

that infiltrate the landscape and support flows of informa on, ma er and energy) in a matrix

(defined as the dominant, most extensive and coherent landscape element type) (Forman 1995). In

this perspec ve a landscape is defined by the pa ern formed by patch, corridor and matrix elements

repeated throughout its extent. By measuring the size, shape and distribu on of these three types of

elements, landscapes can be compared quan ta vely in a number of ways. Key parameters include

the connec vity, diversity and composi on of landscapes, which have been shown to be

systema cally associated both with types of human land use prac ces affec ng landscapes, with

biodiversity and with ecosystem func oning within patches.

Landscape ecology today and its challenges

Landscape ecology has grown to become a widely recognized approach to environmental research,

dis nguishable from other scien fic tradi ons by the type of spa ally explicit, inter-disciplinary and

empirically focused analy cal perspec ves detailed above. By 1980 researchers from across the world
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had become involved in thedevelopment of the field, with a world conference convened in the

Netherlands in 1981. The following year the Interna onal Associa on for Landscape Ecology (IALE)

was established as a focal point for dialog and mutual exchange of ideas by organizing regular

conferences and through publica on of newsle ers and journals. These organiza onal ac vi es take

place both at interna onal, regional and na onal scales through local chapters of the associa on.

They have proven to be instrumental for the further development of landscape ecology, because the

local working environment of many landscape ecologists is delimited by tradi onal mono-disciplinary

or sectoral organiza onal structures and associated domains of exper se within the academic

community. Therefore most landscape ecological research relies on the applica on of a combina on

of skills and insights from researchers and prac oners who retain their commitment to one or more

disciplines while contribu ng to landscape ecology through cross-, inter- and transdisciplinary

coopera on. On this basis a substan al literature on how to facilitate interdisciplinary exchange and

organize ac on research has developed within landscape ecology, which has come to form a

significant scien fic contribu on in its own right (Tress, Tress, and Fry 2005).

But at the same me landscape ecology is also haunted by its fragmented character, and one

of the most persistent threats to its con nued success is the challenge of transla ng concepts and

methods that have been harvested eclec cally from other disciplines into a common analy cal

framework. These efforts are made increasingly difficult by the fact that the field itself has become

subdivided to some degree, because researchers from different parts of the world are basing their

analy cal efforts on differing theories of science and validity, and thus also on different criteria for

scien fic achievement within the field. Today mainstream American and European approaches differ

in research priori es and theore cal perspec ves for example, which is reflected in books designed

to provide an overview of the field from either of the two perspec ves. The introductory text by

Bas an and Steinhardt is a European example, while the reader compiled and commented by Wiens

et al. is an American parallel (Bas an and Steinhardt 2002; Wiens et al. 2007).

In a global perspec ve the main difference between perspec ves within landscape ecology,

including those between American and European scholars, have tended to reflect underlying

dispari es concerning: (1) the way in which human interference or engagement with landscape

processes is handled analy cally and theore cally, (2) the degree to which researchers lean towards

epistemologies derived from the human sciences and/or the natural sciences, and (3) the degree of

prac cal engagement with landscape management and policy making.

When landscape ecological research is reviewed along these lines it is clear that a par cular

disparity within the field tends to inform and support the others, namely that between approaches

advoca ng theore cal pluralism on the one hand, and approaches characterized by exclusive theories

of truth and validity on the other. This appears to be a division line which cuts across other varia ons

within the field, and it has become par cularly clear with respect to research iden fied either with a

strict posi vist stance or with a construc vist concep on of truth.

This may illustrate that while landscape ecologists have succeeded in reconciling their

mul faceted perspec ves on the landscape when dealing with tangible empirical problems, policy

advice and ac on research, it has proven more difficult to resolve differences pertaining to the variety

of underlying, apriori theore cal founda ons within the field. Landscape ecology was united not by a

common theore cal debate but rather by a set of methods and research interests, and a fascina on

with a common empirical domain. At mes this has been a great advantage to landscape ecology,

which has been able to include and cul vate a host of different perspec ves, but it also makes it a

challenge to uphold a unified perspec ve able to make good on Carl Troll’s original ambi on to

understandlandscapes holis cally.

This would entail the further parallel development and amalgama on of three exis ng subject areas
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within landscape ecology:

(1) Research focusing on the basic, persistent structural and processual character of landscape

types and processes of landscape change, which provides insights into the long term natural

history of landscapes, enabling society to be er understand and adapt to general condi ons

for land use management.

(2) Studies of historic and actual, anthropogenic and natural landscape structures and their

development through me, which illustrate past and present rela onships and barriers within

landscapes, suppor ng improved understandings of how to conserve and/or improve valuable

landscape resources.

(3) Studies of the cultural and ideological dimensions of human engagement with landscapes and

associated types of management prac ces, making it possible to understand the sociocultural

and poli cal background for sustainable landscape management.

The main challenge for landscape ecology therefore is not to focus or broaden its scope, but rather to

improve the way in which insights gained in one area of the field are communicated, compared and

combined with insights from other areas.

SEE ALSO: Landscape; Landforms and physiography; Land use change/ fragmenta on; Ecosystem

pa erns and processes; Cultural Geography.
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